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Lighting   
for   Hospitality



BEDROOM
Building   Facade



BAR
conference room

Outstanding   Service
High quality service and 
technical support wherever,
whenever you need us.
 The Luminax Led technical
 professional and engineer
 are trained by live support.

Unmatched   Innovation 
Luminax Led lighting control 
solution haveset the standard 
in residential and commercial 
appliance.

World   Class   Quality
Combining beautiful aesthetics 
design, energy savings, and 
a simplified process for the 
customers, Luminax Led 
quality is  built into every 
product and project. 



lounge
RESTAURANT   cafe



ballROOM
reception



Best  lighting  
helps  to   

build   guests ’

introduction   to 
hotel   lightning 
by   luminax   led

Hotel signage and façade was the first vision created by the guest before entry in. 
The first impression is important toward the branding effort  from the signage and 

façade lighting. To ensure hotel brand reputation and quality is pledge, the lighting 
function should be versatile high quality to build up the hotel image with the sense of 

well-designed, perpetual and unique personalized toward the guest first impression.



The 
 LUMINAX  LED

Advantage 

Outstanding   Service
High quality service and 
technical support wherever,
whenever you need us.
 The Luminax Led technical
 professional and engineer
 are trained by live support.

Unmatched   Innovation 
Luminax Led lighting control 
solution haveset the standard 
in residential and commercial 
appliance.

World   Class   Quality
Combining beautiful aesthetics 
design, energy savings, and 
a simplified process for the 
customers, Luminax Led 
quality is  built into every 
product and project. 

Hotel conference room usually serve as multifunctional purpose such as banquet, 
event, meetings and multimedia presentations. The lighting must be overall 

illumination to fulfill  the basic requirement of conference and separate 
light control is needed especially during event and banquet. The specialized 

lighting can enhance the visualization effect  such as expensive, 
ambient, formality and energy conservation for space is important.



Saving 
energy 

without  
scarifying 

comfort   or  
elegance 

Increase   comfort
and   convenience
Light, shade, temperature and 
brightness can automatically 
adjust in response to time of day, 
special events, or guest mood.

Save   Energy  
Luminax Led lighting system can be 
centrally monitored and manged, to 
lower energy use operating  costs, 
minimized peak-demand charges.

Enhance   ambiance
Highlight architectural elements 
to increasing guest comfort and 
create right atmosphere to 
throughout the event.

Hotel restaurant café are popular attraction that  draw guest and visitor attention. 
It also the place where they can re-energize the energy again. The lighting design 
embellish the beauty of the interior decoration and the rich genuine color tone of 

food being served. The best lighting should able to create the feeling of dining 
ambiance and increase visual attractiveness of the food.



Reception is the place that processing the guest checking services.  It should 
appear the sense of professionalism except the impeccable service with minimum 

hassle. By using the lighting to show the cozy, warm and convenient toward the 
guest and at same time reduce the fatigue from inappropriate eye contact. Lighting

should   set
the   mood

and   enhance
the    guest

experience

 Lighting   should   set 
the   mood   and   enhance 
the   guest   experience  

A space where the people can 
feel relax, socialize, escape, and 
enjoy the special moment. 
LUMINAX LED  is provide the 
most adjustable color 
temperature of luminaries. 
Which is  allow to control 
the brightness of the lighting 
to suit the customer needs 
and environment.



When the guest step on the lobby, they should welcomed with weary travelers 
with a sense of comfort. Hotel lobby should specially design to appear 

the warm atmospheres which is the lighting should contain the 
feel of warm, elegant and inviting toward the guest. 

lobby


